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AVENUE STORE
TAKE-OVER

Business is booming at Avenue
Range’s small general store, following
the recent take-over by June and Allan
Osborne in April this year.
June and Allan, previously of Freeling,
‘come to the counter’ as the third owners of the store in the past two years.
“We owned a take-away shop in
Freeling. We had it for nine months
and it was a very successful shop and
really full on,” said June.
June says that business has been very
good since they took over the store
earlier this year.
The store now offers a wide range of
take-away foods and deli lines, which
June says are almost walking out the
door on their own.
“We’re going to expand on the takeaway foods,” said June
“We’ve started work on a new kitchen,
so we will have everything from hot
chips, potato patties, yiros’, hamburgers - the works.”
Allan said that June was famous in
Freeling for her potato patties and
yiros’.
“We’ve already started to try other
lines, like cakes and a new range of
pies,” said Allan.
“We have a new drinks fridge ordered
and are going to expand our drinks line
too.”
June and Allan chose to move to Avenue Range because they had always
dreamed of owning a general store.

Meredith Pomery purchases goods from June and Allan Osborne at the Avenue Store

They enjoyed the South East, having
visited family in Naracoorte many
times.
Allan had also become familiar with
the region, due to his lengthy background in truck driving.
Allan also worked as a General Inspector for the Salisbury Council,
which involved dog control and parking inspection. As old habits die
hard, local residents are advised to
carefully watch where they park at
Avenue in future!

time.” said June.
“I had to put-down dogs and cats. I
was also involved in the desexing
centre and doing vet nursing.”
June and Allan’s four dogs, Dora,
Lisa, Kanesha and Prin have all
settled in very well in their big back
yard.
Allan says that they’ve all been
made to feel very welcome by the
community since they’ve arrived,
and plan to stay in the area for
some time.

Not surprisingly, June has a background in animal care - having
worked for the Animal Welfare
Leaugue for 11 years.

“I think they’re really fantastic shop
keepers - and not bad people either!” said local resident, Meredith
Pomery.

“I took care of stray and unwanted
dogs and cats. It was a job I both
loved and hated, all at the same

“I’m blaming them for the weight
I’ve gained recently!”

AVENUE STORE OPENING HOURS: Mon - Sat: 7:30 am - 6:00 pm. Sun: 10:00 am - 6:00 pm. Longer during summer months

CFS REPORT
by Captain John

Thieves have broken into the fire shed again, and it
looks like some fuel has been taken from the truck.
The bulk tank was left empty for winter for this very
reason. A local has seen a vehicle acting suspiciously
near the shed and reported it to Mike Thunig, but they
disappeared down the Crower road at high speed with
no lights on. I found the door latch broken and a
green Bundy can alongside. I have fixed and
strengthened the latch, and if you see any suspicious
activity, please let Mike Thunig know.
The biannual AGM is due and has been planned for
Monday 9th August - 7:30 p.m. at Keith and Karena
Higgins’ place. I urge everybody to attend and help
spread the workload around.

The three-vehicle accident on the end of Avenue was
a reminder that tragedy can strike any time, anywhere. This time, those involved were very lucky.
The fire at Marcollate / Padthaway also should be a
lesson to everybody that no matter how careful you
are, you’re not immune from fire and should be prepared at all times.
Hoping to see you all at the AGM. (Keith & Karena
are supplying loads of free grog!)
Captain John.

AVENUE RURAL WATCH
by Michael Thunig

The following reports were made to police:
6.02.04: Thirty Merino ewes were stolen from a paddock on the Conkar Plains Road, Avenue Range. The
sheep were valued at $120 each.
9.02.04: A harvester caught fire in a paddock on the
Minnie Crowe Road, Avenue Range. The fire was not
suspicious and caused $15,000 damage.
9.02.04: Six Hereford Angus steers were reported
stolen from a property on the Kingston Road, Avenue
Range. These steers were later located on neighbouring land.
5.07.04: The Avenue Range CFS shed was broken
into and diesel fuel to the value of $40 was stolen.
It’s a timely reminder for all Avenue Rangers not to
become complacent. Particularly with regards to padlocking fuel tanks and external gates to paddocks.
With the price of lambs reaching $200 and fuel climbing over $1 per litre, we need to become extremely
vigilant and report to police any suspicious persons or
vehicles in the district.
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Over the past two months Police have spoken to a
number of graziers in the Avenue Ranger district who
ride four wheel agricultural bikes which are not registered.
The cost of conditional registration, which allows the
rider to ride from one paddock over a road and to a
neighbouring paddock, is inexpensive.

Registration incorporates third party bodily insurance,
which protects the rider incase they are involved in an
accident.
If a rider is involved in an accident and the bike isn’t
registered, then the owner of the bike is liable to be
sued. To ensure this doesn’t happen, please register
all bikes. Present the make, model and engine number to Transport SA at Naracoorte, Millicent or Mt
Gambier.
As always, let’s continue to keep a look out for each
other and make Avenue Range a safe place for all to
live.
Regards,
Michael Thunig
Avenue Range Police.
The Avenue Ranger

WIND POWER COMES TO
AVENUE RANGE
A rumour has been circulating in the Avenue area for
some time regarding wind power. This rumour can
finally be laid to rest with the announcement that the
Avenue Range and surrounding district is about to
receive free electric power.
It now appears likely that 24 windmills, sixty metres
high and with 20 metre diamater fans, are soon to be
built along the main road between the two 80 kph
signs either end of town.
Recent scientific research confirmed in a recent report that this stretch of land is one of the windiest
parts of the state.
The report found that the wind was especially bad in
that area following a hearty evening meal of pea
soup, baked beans and onions. Localised pockets of
near gale force strength (+8 on the Rectum Scale)
have been recorded. Local citizens of Avenue Range
took personal affront at this, and blamed their wives a rotten act on their part to distract attention.
The plan came to fruition following many hours of investigative work, and several dollars of investors’ own
money.
Models of the first prototype wind farm show the mills
producing enough energy to power a flash light. (see
item 1)
The windmills will operate with a loud “swoosh”
sound which is caused by the blades swinging around
at close to 100 kph.

Item 1: first prototype of wind farm

The generated power will be fed directly into the yet to
be established Avenue Range Grid via a bare power
cable strung between fence posts. As a result, local
farmers are expected to benefit from this free electric
fence service. It will also save costs on power poles
and serve to stop tourists from climbing over fences.
Rex Hocking will also be advised not to do his usual
fence vault, unless his legs have grown considerably.
Employment opportunities will become available for
people with the following electrical expertise:
•
Anyone who can change a light bulb
•
Anyone who can read an electric fence tester
•
Anyone not afraid of heights
•
Anyone
These mills will be so designed to blend into the environment, and will hardly be visible from Lucindale
(see item 2 of an artists impression of power mills on
landscape).
Several sub-sized power mills have been built on a
local property and are already producing enough electricity to drive an electric motor which pumps water to
various tanks (see item 3)
At this time, it is likely that the project will be finished
by Christmas, but the contractor was unable to say
which Christmas he had in mind.
The raising of money to finance this operation is of
premium concern. Donations may be made to :
The Avenue Wind Farm
C/- Post Office
Avenue Range SA 5273

Item 2: Artists impression of wind farm at
Avenue Range

Item 3: sub-sized mills already in operation
on local farming property

Famous Quote: “Nostalgia isn’t what it used to be.”
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YOUR FRIENDLY STAR
GUIDE
by Crystal Ballz

ARIES: March 21 - April 20 You are a pioneer type and hold people in contempt.
You are quick tempered, impatient and scornful of advice. You are an idiot.
TAURUS: April 21 - May 20 You are practical and persistent. You have a dogged determination to work like hell. Most people think you are stubborn and bull headed.
You are nothing but a communist.
GEMINI: May 21 - June 20 You are a quick and intelligent thinker. People like you
because you are bi-sexual. However, you are inclined to expect too much for too little, meaning you are cheap.
CANCER: June 21 - July 22 You are sympathetic and understanding to others problems. They think you are a sucker. You are always putting things off, and that’s why
you will always be on the dole and never worth anything.
LEO: July 23 - Aug 23 You consider yourself a born leader, while others see you as
pushy. Most Leos are bullies. You are vain and can’t tolerate honest criticism. You
are arrogant and disgusting. Leo people are thieving scoundrels.
VIRGO: Aug 24—Sept 23 You are the logical type and hate disorder. This nitpicking
is sickening to all your friends. You are cold and unemotional and often fall asleep
while making love. Virgos make excellent bus drivers and pimps.
LIBRA: Sept 24 - Oct 22 You are the artistic type and have a difficult time with reality. If you’re a man, you are most likely to be gay, if a women, a wench. Chances of
monetary gains are excellent. Most Librans die of aids.
SCORPIO: Oct 23 - Nov 21 You are a shrew in business and cannot be trusted. You
will achieve the pinnacle of success due to your lack of ethics. You are a perfect
SOB. Most Scorpions get murdered.
SAGITTARIUS: Nov 22 – Dec 21 You are optimistic and enthusiastic. You have a
reckless tendency to rely on luck since you lack talent. The majority of Sagittarians
are drunks and dope addicts.
CAPRICORN: Dec 22 - Jan 20 You are conservative and afraid of taking risks. You
can’t do much of anything and are very lazy. There has never been a Capricorn of
any importance. They are notorious for farting in church.
AQUARIUS: Jan 21 - Feb 19 You have an inventive mind and are inclined to be progressive. On the other hand, you lie a great deal. You tend to be careless and impractical, causing you to make the same mistakes repeatedly. Everyone thinks
you’re stupid.
PISCES: Feb 20 - March 20 You have a vivid imagination and often think you’re being followed by the CIA or FBI. You have minor influence over your associates and
people hate you flaunting your powers. Pisces people actually lack confidence and
are cowards.
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JOKE OF THE DAY
In ancient Greece (469 - 399 BC), Socrates was widely lauded for his wisdom.
One day the great philosopher came upon an acquaintance who ran up to him excitedly and said,
"Socrates, do you know what I just heard about one of
your students?"
"Wait a moment," Socrates replied. "Before you tell
me I'd like you to pass a little test. It's called the Triple
Filter Test."

The man was defeated and ashamed. This is the
reason Socrates was a great philosopher and held
in such high esteem.
It also explains why he never found out that Plato
was shagging his wife.

CONGRATULATIONS

"Triple filter?"

Tim Small married
Kristy
Thomson
in
Laura Uniting
Church - on
Saturday 28th
February
2004.

"That's right," Socrates continued. "Before you talk to
me about my student, let's take a moment to filter
what you're going to say.
“The first filter is Truth. Have you made absolutely
sure that what you are about to tell me is true?"
"No," the man said, "actually I just heard about it
and…."

They live in
Chermside
Brisbane, but
hope to move
back to Adelaide
before
Christmas.

"All right," said Socrates. "So you don't really know if
it's true or not.
“Now let's try the second filter, the filter of Goodness.
Is what you are about to tell me about my student
something good?"
"No, on the contrary ..."

"So," Socrates continued, "you want to tell me something bad about him, even though you're not certain
it's true?"
The man shrugged, a little embarrassed.
Socrates continued. "You may still pass the test
though, because there is a third filter - the filter of
Usefulness.
“Is what you want to tell me about my student going
to be useful to me?"
"No, not really ..."
"Well," concluded Socrates, "if what you want to tell
me is neither True nor Good nor even Useful, why tell
it to me at all?"

CFS TRAINING
Level 2 and Level 3 CFS Courses will be available
at the end of July.
Please contact Andrew Copping urgently if you are
interested.
T: 8766 0091

FINE, FERTILE

ROOSTERS
TO GIVE AWAY!

Please contact Sam, Annalee, Taylor or Davey
if you want one of these beauties!
T: 8766 0047
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CRACKING A CROWNIE
by Karena Higgins

Today I swapped the tea for a Crown Lager and had a quick chat to local identity Chas Gilkes, who is married to
Kerry and has two beautiful girls Isobel and Ella.
KH
CG

Well Chas 2004 will be a memorable year with Home Renovations, Special Birthdays and a Holiday, anything else you would like to tell us?
Probably gardening….Lucky Me!

KH
CG

So helping out with the Reno’s which one are you, Jason, Gavin or Wazza?
Well if Wattsy’s Wazza then I must be Gavin.

KH
CG

Well you must have come in under budget because you and the girls are off to?
Fiji, they have good kids club- no 1 priority!

KH
CG

So how did you meet Kerry?
Cupid sometimes plays funny tricks and she came around for a swim at the place I was staying in Adelaide.

KH
CG

So you can remember what she was wearing?
Bathers!

KH
CG

Gee Chas you must be a bit of a S.N.A.G. (Sensitive New Age Guy) or are you a CH.O.P. (Chauvinistic Homophobic Opinionated Prick)?
I would say a C.H.O.P.…What is a C.H.O.P. anyway?

KH

Well Chas, after two beers there’s no difference between a S.N.A.G. and a C.H.O.P.

KH
CG

So what do you like to do for pleasure?
Play Golf but that can sometimes cause great pain. I’ve got the slice down to perfection.

KH
CG

Favorite Sports Person?
Peter Perfect!

KH
CG

Dream Car?
V8 HSV Senator.

KH
CG

Most embarrassing moment?
Coming off my bike in front of the Avenue CFS Crew and busting my shoulder.
Food:
Beverage:
Song:
Band/Singer:
T.V. Show:
AFL Team:

Favourite Things
Red meat
Crownies
Walk of Life
Dire Straits
Enough Rope with Denton
Crows

Can Do Without
Vegetarian
Anything diet
I’m Too Sexy
Kylie
Big Brother
The rest

Thank you Chas for giving your time and hope you, Kerry and the Girls have a fantastic time in Fiji and
Happy 40th Birthday for the 3rd of September.
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FOOTY TIPPING COMP
by Nick Edwards
Kuhndt's & Washpool Residents are at both ends of
the competition!!

you would like to join in next year we'd be happy to
have you along. The added bonus is that it would
boost the prize pool, so keep it in mind.

Just past the halfway point in the 2004 Avenue
Range Footy Tipping Competition and Daniel Kuhndt
is leading, with the Edwards Family, Rex & Kay Hocking and Terry Zohs in close pursuit. With Rounds 14
& 15 being kept hidden until the end of the season,
Daniel can not afford to rest, as it will not take much
for these others to catch him. At the other end of the
spectrum, Verity & Greg Ingham seem to have taken
up residence at the bottom of the field, although Phil
Kuhndt is making a late charge for the wooden
spoon!

Cheers,
Nick Edwards

Round
Running Total
Daniel Kuhndt
71
Edwards Family
68
Rex & Kay Hocking
66
Terry Zohs
66
David Copping
65
Maxine & Terry Small
63
Gilkes Family
62
John Rivett
62
Doris Rivett
62
Phil Kuhndt
60
Verity & Greg Ingham
56

I hope all those participating in the competition this
year are enjoying the fun and looking forward to
sharing the spoils at the end of the year. If you think

Running Total at End of Round 13
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Daniel
Kuhndt

Edw ards
Family

Rex & Kay Terry Zohs
Hocking

David
Copping

Maxine &
Terry Small

Gilkes
Family

John Rivett

Doris
Rivett

Phil Kuhndt

Verity &
Greg
Ingham

VOLLEY BALL
The Lucindale Area Volley Ball Association season
starts with registration on the August 11th at
7:00 p.m.
Competition starts on August 18th in the Lucindale
Area School Gymnasium.

Issue 8

Any interested people wanting to play social volley
ball, Male/Female, individual or teams, please contact the following Avenue/Conmurra volley ball
legends for more information:
Chris Close
T: 87667005
Keith Higgins T: 87660116
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‘UP CLOSE ’N’ PERSONAL’
Jacki, thanks for giving me your time this morning, but don’t you think 9:30 am is a little early for a drink??? Fill us in
briefly on the last 15 - 16 years.

FULL NAME: Jacqueline Carol Baker ( nee Watson)
NICKNAMES: Jacki. When at school it was ‘Smitty’ (a cheap brand of perfume no longer on the market).

BORN:

Naracoorte on 28th May 1963 (Gemini). Daughter to Jack and Audrey Watson

RESIDED AT: Pleasant View, Lucindale
SCHOOLING: Lucindale Area School.
Jacki describes her school days as uneventful, although was Dux of the school in year 10 (1978). She
was not into athletics, but more into team games, i.e. tennis and netball.
WORK:

I left school at the end of 1979 and worked on the family farm. Did a short stint on a thoroughbred stud. Always a horse lover, as was most of my family.

EARLY ROMANCES:
I had a few crushes on some show boys. I was drawn to the boys wearing tight “Rudolph
Nureyev” like jodhpurs, who looked like they had half a dozen walnuts in their pockets.
You mentioned to me that your mother gave you sound advice at the time. Can you share It with us?
Yes. At about 17 years of age, and still no serious suitors, Mum suggested that I make more of an effort or
I would be left on the shelf.
FIRST MET KEVIN:
I remember Kevin from school. He is a couple of years older than me and was the star athlete. I was inconsequential to him. He doesn’t remember me at school. I met him again at
a dance in the Lucindale Town Hall.
KEVIN’S PICK-UP LINE:
“I ‘spose you want a dance!”

MARRIED:

1985

WHY KEVIN??
He reminded me of a thoroughbred horse. A cute butt and longs legs, good stamina and a
strong possibility of throwing tall netballers.
FAVOURITE MUSIC:
Bryan Adams, Meatloaf, Top Gun soundtrack, a bit of Country and John Williamson (I like
humour in songs).
FAVOURITE MOVIE:
Pretty Woman with Julia Roberts and Richard Gere
SPORTING IDOLS:
Female: Vicki Wilson - retired Australian Netball Captain
Male: Andrew Hoy - Olympic Equestrian
MOST VALUE POSSESSION:
The property
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….

with JACKI BAKER
by I.Snoop

ARE YOU SUPERSTITIOUS:
Only when it suits me
ARE YOU ROMANTIC:
Probably, yes. What woman wouldn’t like flickering candles, chocolates and flowers?
GREATEST ACHIEVEMENTS:
3 children - Caitlyn, Patrick and Mitchell
SE Ironwoman Farmer Champ - 1983
A-Grade netball premiership - 1979, 1983
A-Grade netball runner-up - 1980, 1981, 1982
Presented the state with horses in 3-Day Events
Completed successfully at the Adelaide Royal Show in show jumping
Won the state Elementary Dressage
Selected in the Australian team 1986 World Cup 3-Day Event (she didn’t ride for rea
sons beyond her control)
PHILOSOPHY ON LIFE:
Plan where you want to be, what you want to do, and work hard towards it.
ANY REGRETS:

Perhaps I gave up an opportunity of a career and travel because of equestrian abitions. But looking back, I wouldn’t do anything different. I’m happy where I am.

KEVIN’S MOST ANNOYING HABIT:
Leaving wet towels in the kitchen to dry in front of the fire. (At this point, Kevin
walked through the room with a towel wrapped around himself). Jacki says: “You’ll
probably see for yourself in a minute.”
KEVIN’S BEST QUALITY:
Things that go with long legs!
WHAT WOULD YOU CHANGE ABOUT KEVIN:
His indecisiveness
THE BEARD:

It was my idea. He’s had it since 1982, and he was happy to oblige. One less job to
do for the week (shave!).

WHAT WOULD IT TAKE TO GET IT OFF:
I’d just have to ask him - he would take anything off for me!

And before I go, a photo please Jacki? Jacki: “God, I look a wreck. I’ve had a few drinks, and no make-up.
How about a wedding photo?” No way, Jacki!!
Thanks for Jacki and Kevin for letting us into their lives for an hour or so. It’s been enjoyable (hic, hic) and
very interesting. Haven’t we got some talented people in our area?

Quote: “Remember, when someone annoys you, it takes 42 muscles in your face to
frown. But, it only takes 4 muscles to extend your arm and smack them in the head!”
Issue 8
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BAKER versus BAKER
by I.Snoop

We thought it would be interesting to ask Jacki a few questions about Kevin, just to see how well she knows her man.
Jacki did pretty well!

QUESTION

JACKI BAKER

KEVIN BAKER

Kevin’s favourite meal

M/R steak with pepper sauce. Kevin al- Anything, but my favourite is M/R steak
ways cooks it . I don’t do it right.
with pepper sauce

Kevin’s favourite drink

Beer socially and a good Coonawarra Cab Beer socially and Scotch and coke
Sav with his steak

Kevin’s favourite music

Queen (he gives a good live rendition of Meatloaf, Simon & Garfunkle, 70’s &
Bohemian Rhapsody)
80’s music

Kevin’s Eye colour

Hazel, I’m not sure. They are closed when Greeny/blue
I’m up close, or in the dark

Dream date

Me of course

Jacki (he says reluctantly with Jacki glaring at him across the table

Fav moment together

Our wedding day

Proposal night

Holiday destination

Gold Coast

I’d like to travel outback and take the
kids to the Theme Parks on the Gold
Coast

Change 1 thing about He says I nag a bit
Jacki

Nothing, I’m happy with my lot (come on
Kevin, nagging is a standard answer!)

Kevin’s best asset

His ability to compromise (I nag him down) I think I’ve got a pretty easy-going nature

Kevin’s philosophy on life

He’s very easy- going, so it would be some- Definitely: “Get involved”. I like to supthing like: “Take each day as it comes”
port local sporting and community
groups.

Where did you meet

Lucindale Town Hall at a Footy Cabaret. Lucindale Town Hall at a Footy Cabaret.
We were abandoned by friends and left at We were sitting at the same table, had a
a table together
few dances, and then Jacki put the
squeeze on me

Tell us about your first It was a disaster. We were going out for
date
tea, then to the Drive-in after footy at Apsley. But he stood me up! I was left at Apsley and got the last available ride back
home. We eventually made it to the Drivein. I’m a very forgiving soul, but perhaps
Mum’s words were still ringing in my
ears…..
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We arranged to go to the Drive-in after
footy at Apsley. On the way, I broke my
windscreen. So I had to leave my car at
Naracoorte Crash Repairs and got a ride
with Pratty. We had to leave footy early
as Pratty broke some ribs and I had to
drive him to Naracoorte. I made the assumption that everyone was going back
to the Kincraig Hotel as usual. When
Jacki wasn’t there, I found out what I
needed (Jacki had gone home!). I collected my repaired car, drove to Pleasant View, explanations galore, and eventually made it to the Drive-in.
The Avenue Ranger

TRICK OR TREAT FIND-A-WORD
by Nicole Miller
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Words
AUTUMN
BONFIRES
CANDLES
CANDY
COBWEBS
COSTUMES

GHOUL
GOBLIN
HAUNTED HOUSE
HOLIDAY
JOKES
MISCHIEF
PARADE

SPIDER
TRICK
WITCH
ZOMBIE

PARTY
PUMPKIN
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KIDS CORNER
by Nicole Miller

Q: What cartoon character
weighs the least?
A: Skinny The Pooh

Q: Why did the dog get a ticket?
A: For double barking

Q: Why did the puppy go to the hairsalon?
A: To get a shampoodle

Q: How do you know when your cat has been on the
internet?
A: Your mouse has teeth marks in it!

Q: How do you make a cream puff?
A: Chase it around the block a few
times

